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PREPARING FOR THE ONTARIO COUNTY OF THE FUTURE
Ontario County has long taken a strategic
and comprehensive approach to economic
development. Providing incentives to
development projects that create jobs is an
important part of what we do, but it’s only one
component of our work to grow the economy.
In 2017, our focus also centered on cultivating
a dynamic community, investing in key strategic
assets and supporting workforce development.

Community Improvements
Ontario County’s strategic plan, which drives all our efforts,
identifies projects such as the Pinnacle North development as a
signature economic project for our county, providing unique and
needed economic opportunities. This project is instrumental in our
strategic investment in community development, making Ontario
County a desired place to live, work and play.
The Pinnacle North development project, supported financially
by OCIDA, provides a huge benefit to the community. In 2016,
developers proposed a $116 million investment in this site—a
site that was underused for decades in part due to environmental
issues. The project broke ground in 2017.
To develop 430 apartments and 80,000 square feet of retail space,
Pinnacle North’s leadership anticipated creating 130 construction
jobs in year one alone, with up to 68 full-time-equivalent jobs by year
10. The jobs will generate an estimated $5.85 million in wages in the
first year, and the affected taxing jurisdictions also will benefit.
Pinnacle North demonstrates OCIDA’s commitment to supporting
community development. The benefits are twofold—improvements
in the community not only create jobs, they offer new, attractive
lifestyle choices that provide a home base for the best and the
brightest in the county, attracting a high-quality workforce to
support our top employers.

1,460+
Jobs

Created or Retained in 2017

$67.7 million
in Private Investment in 2017

Strengthening Economic
Development Assets
In addition to community projects and workforce initiatives,
we’re cultivating key economic assets in our area, such as the
Canandaigua Airport, which was recently designated as a highcapacity general aviation facility. This is an advanced airport
classification that will attract an increasing number of pilots,
earning it a new title: KIUA. This is a result of significant growth
and improvements, including an extended runway and improved
instrument approaches, which provide capabilities to support small
to mid-size charter/corporate jet aircraft and select larger charter/
corporate aircraft.
In addition, in July 2017, MFC Aviation Services, LLC—a subsidiary
of Mercy Flight Central, the region’s air ambulance service—became
the Fixed-Base Operator of the Canandaigua Airport, in charge of
managing the facility. The Canandaigua Airport is an engine for
economic development by providing a gateway to the Finger Lakes
and the Greater Rochester area, and growth of the airport benefits
development within the region, showcasing Ontario County as a
leader in economic progress.

Workforce Development
Like our communities, our county’s economic ecosystem is constantly
evolving thanks to new innovations in technology, such as the
artificial intelligence boom. But how do we prepare for the workforce
of the future? In 2017, the Office of Economic Development looked
over the horizon, partnering with educators to highlight workforce
planning as an outgrowth of the department’s strategic plan.
Preparing educators at the primary, secondary and university level
is essential to the future success of our workforce. The business
climate of tomorrow will look decidedly different than today, and
the need to prepare our students for gainful employment becomes
more urgent as more and more positions are automated.
What will set the workforce up for success amid the artificial
intelligence (AI) age is what makes us uniquely human. Promoting
cognitive excellence is key. Our research found that the graduates of
2028 will face full AI capabilities. Social skills—such as persuasion,
emotional intelligence and teaching others—will be in higher
demand across industries than narrow technical skills, such as
programming or equipment operation and control. Strengthening
foundational soft skills is what will differentiate future workers,
and we will continue to stay ahead of the curve by providing our
educators with the insights necessary to train and retain our bright
young minds.
Ultimately, preparing for the Ontario County of the future includes
a key focus on community development and workforce. The Office
of Economic Development is committed to cultivating a sense of
place, attracting a net growth of talented residents and quality
businesses. Ontario County is, and always will be, a place of quality.
Quality communities, quality economic assets and a
quality workforce.

Mike Manikowski
Economic Developer
Ontario County Office of Economic Development

The home of Akoustis Technologies in Canandaigua.

HIGH-TECH
BUSINESS FINDS
A PERFECT FIT IN
ONTARIO COUNTY
“Fits like a glove” is not an expression commonly used for
buildings, but Akoustis founder and CEO Jeff Shealy describes
the company’s expansion into Ontario County as a hand-inglove fit thanks to Canandaigua’s Smart Systems Technology &
Commercialization Center (STC), a high-tech manufacturing facility
formerly owned by SUNY Polytechnic Institute.

Mike Manikowski, economic developer at the Ontario County
Office of Economic Development, says the project was a group
effort. “A huge thank you goes out to Empire State Development,
Assembly Minority Leader Brian Kolb and state and county leaders.
They were instrumental to the expansion of Akoustis in Ontario
County.”

“We could do brick and mortar in any state,” Shealy says, but
the “expertise that came along with the STC facility is what really
prompted and motivated us to expand in Upstate New York.”
The expertise Shealy speaks of is the ability to reliably and quickly
manufacture a specialized, patented radio frequency (RF) Bulk
Acoustic Wave (BAW) filter for smartphones and other wireless
applications, such as WiFi in your home or business. Essentially,
their product filters wireless frequencies to keep other signals from
interfering when you’re browsing on the web.

The people-first culture of the Ontario County team also matched
perfectly with Akoustis’ company mission. “We will only be
successful because of our people,” Winters says. “A lot of our
success is because of the people behind it. We have a strong,
talented team—it’s really like a family.”

Mary Winters, now vice president of Wafer Fab at Akoustis,
says the Akoustis expansion “brings commercialization and
manufacturing to Ontario County, keeping high-tech jobs
in the area while adding to the technology skill set here. A
commercialization product was what was always missing. What
Akoustis brings is the avenue to finally see technology built into a
product.”
Akoustis’ acquisition of STC represented a marriage of Akoustis’ RF
expertise with STC MEMS manufacturing to produce a “vertically
integrated design and manufacturing of Single-Crystal BAW RF
filters,” Shealy adds. Although the building was a great fit for the
company’s needs, “what we really valued expanding into [Ontario
County] is we had an opportunity to interact with the operations
team at STC—we were very impressed with their ability to make
and demonstrate our technology,” he says.
Winters identifies talent and ease of travel as two major benefits
to Akoustis’ expansion in the Ontario region. “A key concern was
‘What is it like to live in Rochester and the surrounding areas?’
… But people come to Ontario County, they see the Finger Lakes
region, and they’re in awe of what it offers them,” she says.
“Quality of life, raising a family, education, community, commute
… it’s a key selling point for a lot people we’re bringing in.”
Plus, Shealy and Winters agree that the community was showing
Akoustis the love. “Our experience was extremely warm,” Shealy
says. From meetings with OCIDA to a public hearing where
residents, leaders and politicians were present, “[it was a] big
positive that we felt we had the full support of the community,” he
adds. From legislative support to OCIDA incentives to praise from
locals, “the county support was very apparent to us.”

The investment, plus assistance from OCIDA, allowed Akoustis to
create/retain close to 100 employees at the facility. Shealy says
he’s already seen an impact on the community. Along with the
new employees, there’s significant impact to local engineering
firms, electrical, plumbing, HVAC, etc., because of facility updates.
“We’re all in on manufacturing,” Shealy says. “We’ve consolidated
all of our manufacturing assets into our Canandaigua plant.”
The smartphone industry doesn’t show any signs of slowing
down, and neither does Akoustis. So when residents see the
bright new sign off of State Road 332, they’ll be reminded of
Akoustis’ bright future in Ontario County.
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Ontario County’s growth and success
Ontario County had another stellar year in growth, and private investment is on the rise.
In sum, the county received approximately $67.7 million in private investment in 2017,
a 63 percent growth from 2016. This created or retained more than 1,460 jobs, up
190 percent from 2016.
This year, the county contributed to a number of significant projects through incentives for
construction that began or concluded in 2017. Whether companies expand or relocate,
their partnership with Ontario County results in an influx of new investments and new
opportunities for county residents. Our support inspires businesses to stay and grow in
Ontario County.

Construction Robotics continues to grow
with OCEDC assistance
Victor-based Construction Robotics advances the construction industry through the use of
robotics and automation, developing world-leading robotics and automation equipment.
Founded in 2007, the company’s key innovation is SAM100, a Semi-Automated Mason
that installs bricks at a pace of 350 to 400 per hour by picking, applying mortar and
setting bricks in place with the help of a robotic arm, a laser level and computer software.
SAM’s success resulted in significant growth and investment in the company, including a
National Science Foundation award and grant, state grants, enrollment into the Start-Up NY
program and, most recently, a $400,000 loan from OCEDC to rehab the company’s facility
and accommodate growth. The company staffed 24 employees before the contribution
and now employs 31. Thanks to OCEDC’s investment, Construction Robotics also launched
MULE, a new innovative project for masonry construction, which is back ordered for months.

Lehigh Crossing expands, welcomes
Plockmatic with OCIDA support
In 2017, Bluestone Creek Development, with assistance from OCIDA, finished construction
on a 27,000-square-foot building at 7911 Lehigh Crossing in Victor. The company
welcomes Plockmatic Document Finishing Inc. as the primary tenant, with the remaining
space leased to L-Tron.
Plockmatic, a supplier of print finishing solutions, designs and assembles integrated finishing
equipment, including booklet makers, trimmers, stackers, square folds and direct mail
inserters. The company is headquartered in Sweden and searched extensively before settling
its New York operations in Victor. It’s presently located in Lehigh Crossing, but moving to
7911 Lehigh Crossing will allow Plockmatic to accelerate its growth and add staff.
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Surmotech expands and upgrades facilities
with OCIDA and OCEDC backing
Surmotech is a woman-owned small business providing full-service electronic contract
manufacturing. It provides a complete range of electronic manufacturing, assembly and
test services to the military, medical, industrial, optical and telecommunications industries.
In November 2013, when new owners acquired some of the company’s assets, Surmotech
had 21 part-time employees. Since then, the company has more than doubled the
number of people employed, increasing its workforce to over 50 full-time personnel while
quadrupling its revenue.
Surmotech then had the opportunity to purchase its building on Netlink Drive in Victor.
With the help of an assistance package from OCIDA and OCEDC, Surmotech purchased the
building instead of moving elsewhere. OCIDA and OCEDC also have been a major factor in
Surmotech’s success and the creation/retention of 52 jobs for the county.

Canandaigua Crossroads to transform
downtown with OCIDA support
The Canandaigua Crossroads LLC project, located at the former abandoned
Labelon facility in Canandaigua, may have a new life as a mixed-use, residential and
commercial space. The project aims to clean up and redevelop the property, reviving it
from its former state as a blighted site on the corner of Main and Chapin streets.
Thanks to investments from Canandaigua Crossroads and Ontario County, the facility
remediation and rehab is a game changer for downtown Canandaigua and an
integral project in the central business district. A one-of-a-kind property, the project
plans to attract and retain quality workers.

With OCIDA assistance, Eastview Mall
continues to flourish in a challenging
retail climate
Since the successful replacement of Bon Ton with Von Maur in 2012, Wilmorite continues
to invest in both tenant and common-area upgrades at Eastview. As consumer spending
habits shift, Eastview must innovate and evolve by offering a unique and enjoyable
shopping experience. OCIDA’s continued support has been critical in the sustainability of
one of the county’s largest employers and taxpayers (property and sales).
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OCLDC helps UR Medicine Thompson Health
realize significant savings as health system’s
growth continues
Through the Ontario County Local Development Corporation, UR Medicine Thompson
Health closed in December 2017 on issuance of approximately $36 million in tax-exempt
bonds, refinancing hospital debt dating back to the period of 2003 through 2010. This
helped Thompson realize a significant savings given the low-interest-rate environment and
the ability to negotiate on favorable bank terms.
Thompson Health is a nonprofit founded in 1904. Today, it’s one of the largest employers
in Ontario County, with locations in Monroe, Wayne and Livingston counties, as well.
At a time when the health system continues to build on growth stemming from the
2012 affiliation with UR Medicine, building its workforce and bringing new services to
the community, the project helped ensure Thompson Health will be poised to meet the
changing healthcare needs of the region’s population for years to come.

Z-AXIS and OCEDC partner to train workforce
Z-AXIS has designed and manufactured high-end electronics in Ontario County for nearly
30 years. Its electrical engineers and skilled assembly workers produce specialized electronics
systems used in high-performance products, such as aircraft, communications networks and
life-saving medical equipment.
OCEDC funded essential corporate-wide training to help Z-AXIS continue to grow and thrive.
These include a Lean Manufacturing methodology that has been wholeheartedly embraced
by employees, and training in quality and inspection techniques to comply with electronics
industry standards. The training not only makes Z-AXIS highly competitive in the global
electronics marketplace, but empowers employees to perform at a higher level and achieve
greater job satisfaction.

Workforce Development supports
employers with OCEDC help
Ontario County Workforce Development works with individuals who are seeking
employment and education opportunities in addition to the needs of employers looking
to hire and retain employees in the county. Working closely with the Office of Economic
Development, the organization partners on projects and business retention and expansion
program initiatives.
In support of Workforce Development’s principal areas of focus—recruitment of new
employees and training opportunities for employers—an allocation of $50,067 by OCEDC
supports training projects. The program specifically supports on-the-job training for new
hires and incumbent training for existing staff. This training allows current and future
employees to keep their skills current and ultimately gain or retain employment and remain
competitive.
All photos submitted by participating organizations.
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Ontario County 2017 Scorecard
Est. Jobs
Created or
Retained

Est. Amount of
Private-Sector
Investment

Est. Amount of
Public-Sector
Investment*

Project
Description

770 Canning Parkway

89

$ 1,836,719

$ 471,000

Facility rehab

Akoustis Technologies

125

$11,023,100

$1,484,548

Acquisition, rehab and privatization
of SUNY Poly facility

Canandaigua Crossroads

3

$ 10,817,614

$1,690,000

Facility remediation and rehab

Construction Robotics

28

$

$ 400,000

Facility rehab

F. F. Thompson Health

908

$ 37,215,000

Lot 8 Lehigh Crossing

7

$ 2,683,050

$ 552,000

Ontario County Workforce Development

60

$

$

Surmotech

52

$ 1,800,000

$ 552,000

Facility acquisition and rehab

Wilmorite

115

$ 1,850,000

$4,150,000

Facility rehab

Z-AXIS & Bear Power Supply

77

$

$

Project

TOTAL

1,464

400,000

50,067

12,000

$67,687,550

Refinance tax-exempt bonds

50,067

11,350

Facility construction
Workforce development

Workforce development

$9,360,965

*Public investment from OCEDC comes in the form of a loan that is repaid with interest. Public investment from OCIDA comes in the form of tax abatement. OCIDA determines that its assistance
is required for the project to proceed.

FLCC AND OCEDC JOIN FORCES
TO CREATE A STELLAR WORKFORCE
“Nontraditional” is a word best used to describe
Dr. Sam Samanta and his Instrumentation &
Control Technologies program at Finger Lakes
Community College. He says businesses are
often looking for “unicorns”—employees who
fit a certain technical skill set. He should know,
because he and his program are unicorns, as well.
Samanta has long understood the challenges of students entering a
technical field—or those starting on their second career. During his
high school years, Samanta was interested in art. When he realized
the artists around him in India were struggling to make a living, he
developed an alternative plan and looked to science. He failed his
first algebra class, but soon he put pen to paper and worked himself
up to one of the top students in the class.
“It made me understand the psychological barriers students have
when entering a technical program. So even when they have
interest in technology, they think they could not pursue it because
they’re not good at math,” he says. As a result, Samanta made
sure the foundation of the academic program was methods and
tools to approach mathematics from the right side of the brain.
Through his program, students can visualize math using drawings
instead of formulas. Doing math practically, he says, is more
effective than “trusting the rules. It establishes a level of comfort
or trust on the part of a student,” because the problem is visually
laid out in front of them.

Because of his experience, Samanta knew where the gaps were in
formal technical education. Then, through his work with OCEDC
and local high-tech businesses, he noticed a need for specialized
technologists in the Ontario County region. “I realized that there
is a gap in terms of skills they are looking for and what we’re able
to train people with.” But it wasn’t just technical and quantitative
skills—certain soft skills, such as communication and working in
teams, were just as necessary.
“Companies are having difficulty hiring a technical person because
they want that person to wear many hats—a nontraditional
employee,” he says. “This person needs to be able to learn new
skills, work in teams, communicate with executives. ‘You have
been looking for a unicorn,’ I tell them.”
He solved the unicorn conundrum with another unique aspect of
the program—a paid co-op that can start as early as the second
semester of study. “During the co-op, the manager or the business
owner has a good opportunity to assess and evaluate this person,”
he says. In Samanta’s experience, the companies almost always ask
students to work after the co-op is done. “A typical major rarely
applies to a job in a clear-cut way. There’s a way of life and a way of
being you have to match,” he says. Companies and employees have
an opportunity to train specific skills on-site with a co-op.
This type of commitment encourages students to stick with the
program, graduate on time and become gainfully employed. 75
percent of all students complete the program, and 90 percent are
employed with at least a $30,000/year job, according to Samanta.
The economic impact on Ontario County, a direct result of the
program, is important. Samanta said there’s a need to invest not
just in one or two large employers, but in Ontario County’s many
small employers that have an opportunity to thrive thanks to the
talented workforce that graduates from technical programs and
colleges like FLCC. A strong workforce encourages companies to
relocate or expand, which continues the retaining and training of
well-rounded talent.
“As a human being, we are more than just our resume. It’s important
to be skilled, it’s important to meet expectations of the workplace.
But you don’t have to pigeonhole yourself, because there’s more
things you can bring to bear,” Samanta says. And with unique
professors like Samanta, unique opportunities such as OCEDC’s
partnership with FLCC and unique programs like Instrumentation &
Control Technologies, Ontario County’s “unicorn” workforce is set to
grow and thrive well into the 21st century.

THANK YOU
Thank you to the Ontario County Board of Supervisors for their relentless work to
strengthen Ontario County, and to the generous county residents who volunteer their
time to help grow the county as members of the OCIDA and OCEDC boards.
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